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ABSTRACT 
This paper introduces a computational method of solving fully 

fuzzy multi objective linear programming problem through 

goal programming approach. Here we deal the imprecise 

parameters as fuzzy numbers with assumption that these fuzzy 

numbers have some possibility distribution associated with 

fuzzy variables. In the study, we extend the concept of conflict 

and non-conflict between objective functions to fuzzy 

objective functions to compute the expected priority structure 

and expected aspiration level for various goals. Further, in 

view of some risk taken by decision maker,  𝛽 - feasibility of 

decision vector has been used to obtain solution for the 

problem. The method has been illustrated by an example and 

results obtained have been compared with existing solutions 

to show its superiority. 

General Terms 
Fully fuzzy multi objective linear programming problem 

Keywords  
Fully fuzzy multi objective linear programming problem, 

conflict and non-conflict between objective functions, 

triangular fuzzy number. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In modelling a real life decisions making problem, one of 

major concern is the imprecision of information/data. As a 

matter of fact in many productions planning problem, one is 

often encountered by a situation when the information about 

parameters of the model are imprecise or vague. Zadeh [22] 

considered this problem of vagueness in information and 

extended the set theory to fuzzy set. Further, Zadeh introduced 

a method to handle such imprecision through possibility 

theory and considered that fuzzy parameters associated with 

possibility distributions may be represented as fuzzy numbers. 

The subject has been envisaged by several researchers and 

consequent upon several methods have been developed to 

solve possibilistic linear programming problems by authors 

like Buckley [6,7], Angiz et al. [2], Akoz and Petrovic [1],  

Lai and Hwang [14], Arenas et.al. [3,4,5] and Jimenez et. 

al.[13]. Recently Chopra and Saxena [10] have given an 

approach to solve a possibilistic programming problem. They 

have considered a possibilistic linear programming involving 

multiple objective s of conflicting nature. In approximation of 

fuzzy numbers by its crisp values, Heilpern [12] considered 

the expected values of fuzzy numbers and the concept was 

used by many researchers in optimization problems containing 

fuzzy numbers as parameters. In solving the multi objective 

programming with fuzzy parameters, fuzzy goal programming 

method appeared as one of the powerful method and have 

been applied by several researchers like Chen and Tsai [9], 

Lin[16], Yaghoobi and Tamiz [21]. Lu et al. [17] gave a 

concept of α- fuzzy goal approximate algorithm for solving 

fuzzy multi objective linear programming problem.  Recently, 

Cheng et al [8] solved fuzzy multi objective linear 

programming problem using deviation degree measures and 

weighted max-min method. 

Here we shall consider a Multi objective linear programming 

problem (MOLPP) in which all parameters are imprecise and 

these parameters are being represented by fuzzy numbers 

described by their possibility distribution. In the subsequent 

section of the paper, we shall give some definitions, theorems 

and proposition for its solution. We generalize Cohon [11] and 

Mohanty et. al. [20] concept of conflict between objectives to 

fuzzy objectives functions to find expected aspiration level of 

each of fuzzy objectives and their expected weights. Cocept of 

conflict and non conflict of objectives has also been 

considered by Mishra & singh [18] and Mishra et.al. [19] for 

finding the appropriate aspiration level and weight of the 

objectives. Further, we used the β - feasibility of Arenas et al. 

[3,4] to obtain an equivalent weighted goal programming 

problem to find the solution of the fully fuzzy multi objective 

linear programming problem (MOLPP). The developed 

method has been implemented on an example for illustration 

2. FULLY FUZZY MULTI OBJECTIVE 

LINEAR PROGRAMMING 

PROBLEM 

2.1 A fully fuzzy multi objective programming problem 

having all parameters as fuzzy numbers can be defined as 

 max/ min        Z = C X 

  such that      A X ≳  bj
           j = 1,2,… , k.    

                        A X ≲ bj
           j = k + 1, ,… , p.    

                        A X ≈ bj
           j = p + 1, ,… , m.               (1) 

where       Z =  Z1
 , Z2

 ,… , Zn
   and C =  C1

 , C2
 ,… , Cn

  
t
            

 and  X is a decision vector with components 

X= x1, x2,… , xk . Here, imprecise parameters 

akj  of technological matrix  A  and  bj  are represented by 

fuzzy numbers being described by their possibility 

distributions as  akj = (akj
l , akj , akj

u ), where akj  are the 

components of vector A   and    bj
 = (bj

l , bj , bj
u ), Such that akj  

and bj  are most possible values (central values) and akj
l , akj

u  

and bj
l , bj

u  are possible deviated value from left and from right 

side of central value. 

Since, a fuzzy number is a fuzzy set on the real line, which is 

normal and convex with bounded support, hence fuzzy 
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number N , in its α-level set Nα  can be represented by closed 

interval[Nα
L , Nα

R]. 

One approach for solving problem (1) is beginning with the 

solution of single objective fully fuzzy linear programming 

problem taking one objective at a time and thus we have to 

solve n sub problems (PLPP) as follows 

max/ min       Zi
 = Ci

 X       i = 1,2,… , n   

 such that      Aj
 X ∗  bj

           j = 1,2,… , m                        (2) 

Where (*) can be defined as one of ≳ or ≲ or ≈. 

2.2 Pareto Optimal Solution of      

Subproblems 
We can define membership functions of the fuzzy set z ∗ that 

permits us to define a Pereto optimal solution of the fuzzy 

multi objective programming problem  

μ  z ∗ = z∗ =
supA,b,C  μ(A, b, C) z∗ is a pareto optimal solution of MOLP(A, b, C)   

Where MOLP (A,b,C) is crisp problem associated with the 

Parameters A,b,C 

We will construct the membership functions of a pareto 

optimal solutions in terms of its α − cuts. 

∀ (A, b, C) ∈ Rm+k × Rm × Rk+n   we shall define the 

[z∗(A, b, C)] set formed by all pareto optimal solutions of the 

MOLP(A,b,C) i.e. 

 z∗ A, b, C  =
 z∗ ∈ Rn  z∗ is a pareto optimal solution of MOLP(A, b, C)   

∀α ∈ [0,1] we denote Ω(α), the set made up of all th subsets 

of the POSs  [z∗ A, b, C ] associated to all possible (A,b,C) of 

the α level set i.e. 

Ω α =  [z∗ A, b, C ]  (A, b, C) ∈ (A, b, C)α   

Where (A, b, C)α =  Aα
L  , Aα

R  × [bα
L  , bα

R] × [Cα
L  , Cα

R]  

is the generalized α − cut associated to the parameters of the 

problem. 

2.2.1 Definition  
Let  z∗ A, b, C  , z∗ A′, b′, C′ ∈ Ω α , We say that 
 z∗ A, b, C   is less than equal to z∗ A′, b′, C′  if ∀z∗ ∈
 z∗ A, b, C   ∃ z′∗ ∈  z∗ A′, b′, C′   s. t. z∗ ≤ z′∗  

Theorem 2.2.1 

Let  

 A, b, C ,  A′, b′, C′ ∈ (A, b, C)α  s. t. A ≤ A′, b ≤ b′and C ≤ C′ 

then 

 z∗ A, b, C  ≤  z∗ A′, b′, C′   and if 

[zα
∗ ]L = [z∗ Aα

L  , bα
R , Cα

L = f(Aα
L  , bα

R , Cα
L)  

And [zα
∗ ]R = [z∗ Aα

L  , bα
R , Cα

R = f(Aα
L  , bα

R , Cα
R), then 

∀ z∗ A′, b′, C′ ∈ Ω α   it is verified that 

[zα
∗ ]L ≤   z∗ A′, b′, C′   

 z∗ A′, b′, C′  ≤ [zα
∗ ]R  

These two stated inequality implies that Ω α =
[[zα

∗ ]L  , [zα
∗ ]R] 

Theorem 2.2.2 

Let α1,α2 ∈  0,1  s. t.α1 < α2 then 

[z α1

∗ ]L < [z α2

∗ ]L  

[z α2

∗ ]R < [z α1

∗ ]R  

By using above theorems we have constructed an increasing 

sequence of non fuzzy pareto optimal solution of the problem 

(2) as   

Z0l
∗ ,… , Zα l

∗ ,… , Z1l
∗ , Z1u

∗ , . . , Zαu
∗ ,… , Z0u

∗   

Here we propose the following two methods for treating 

equality(≈ ) constraints, we consider the solution of the 

problem with the possibility that the constraints may be of the 

type Aj
 X ≈  bj

  with the following propositions. 

Proposition -1 We can transform A X ≈  bj
  into two 

inequalities as A X ≲  bj
  and A X ≳  bj

 , and then proceed as 

defined in theorem 2.2.1 and theorem 2.2.2 

Proposition -2  We can convert A X ≈  bj
   

  as Aα = (Aα
L + Aα

R )/2                                                      (3) 

 and  bα = (bα
L + bα

R)/2                  (4) 

2.3 Expected Values of Fuzzy Objectives 
The fuzzy solutions in the objective space are defined by their 

possibility distributions. A restriction on their possible values 

is considered as its expected interval and subsequently as 

expected values. In fact, here, the problem primarily requires 

values of decision variables xj
∗ to determine a fuzzy solution 

Z *. The problem is now transformed to 

find           x ∈ ℵ(A , bi
 ) =  { x  Rn  ∶ A x ≲ b  , x ≳ 0}  

such that        cr  xj ≈ Z r
∗ ,   r =  1, . . . , k.  

Where   (approximately equal) is a relation between two 

fuzzy numbers. The expected values of cr , xj   and  Z r
∗  define 

the fuzzy goals. 

Now we can compute expected values for each of the 

objective functions which are fuzzy numbers. The expected 

interval of a fuzzy number Zi
  is defined as 

EI(Zi
 ) =   Ziα

L  dα
1

0
,     Ziα

R  dα
1

0
 ,                           (5) 

and expected value of a fuzzy number Zi
  is defined as 

EV Zi
  =

  Ziα
L  dα

1

0
+  Ziα

R  dα
1

0

2
,                  (6) 

2.4  Membership Function for Expected 

Values of Objectives 
 A pay off matrix is constructed to find max and min expected 

values corresponding to each objective function. Thus we can 

construct a membership function for expected values of 

objective function as  

For max type objective function 

μEV (Zi (X) ) =

 
 

 
1                                                                          EV(Zi(X) ) ≥ EV(Zi(X) )max

EV  Zi X   −EV (Zi (X) )min

EV (Zi (X) )max −EV (Zi (X) )min
, EV(Zi(X) )min ≤  EV(Zi X  ) ≤ EV(Zi(X) )max

0                                                                         EV(Zi X  ) ≤ EV(Zi(X) )min

        

                    (7) 

and similarly we can construct membership function for 

objective of min type. 
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2.5 Concept of Conflict and Non Conflict 

between Fuzzy Objectives 
In Multi objective programming problems, simultaneous 

achievement of all the objectives is not possible as they may 

be of conflicting in nature. The concept of conflict and non 

conflict given by Cohon [11] is being generalized for fuzzy 

objectives to compute expected priority structure and expected 

aspiration level to each of the objectives.  

Angle between fuzzy objectives  

Let (Ci1
 , Ci2

 ,… , Cik
 ) and (Cj1

 , Cj2
 ,… , Cjk

 ) be the fuzzy 

gradients of fuzzy objectives Zi
  and Zj

  respectively, then 

fuzzy angle θij
  between them can be computed as  

 Cos θij
 =

 C ik
 .C jk

 n
k =1

  C ik
 2n

k =1  . C jk
 2n

k =1  

                              (8) 

The computed, cosine angles between each of objectives are 

also fuzzy number and are represented as Cos θij
 =  m,α, β , 

where m is modal value, α andβ are left and right spreads 

from modal value. 

Thus in case of  θij
 ≈ 0,  the simultaneous achievement of 

objectivesZi
  and Zj

  is possible but a conflict arises, when 

θij
 ≉ 0. We can construct a membership function for non 

conflict between objectives Zi
   and Zj

   for their left width, 

right width and modal value separately.  

For modal value which is 

ηZi
  Z j

  
m =

 
 
 

 
 

1                                      θij
m = 0,

π−θ ij
m

π
                      0 ≤ θij

m ≤ π,

0                                       θij
m = π,

   

                          (9) 

and similarly one can construct for left and right width. 

2.5.2 Non Conflict Matrix 
Since ηZi

  Z j
   is a fuzzy number, when 0 ≾  θij

 ≲ π, we can 

compute expected value for each ηZi
  Z j

  using (5) and (6). 

These values can be arranged in form of a symmetric matrix 

named as non conflict matrix   

                                                                         

 

Where EV(ηZi
  Z j

 ) represents extent to which objective Zi
  non 

conflicts with Zj
  and vice versa.  

2.5.3  Appropriate priority structure   
With this matrix, we can compute expected amount of support 

that objective Zi
  gets from all  

other objectives as 

EV Wi
  =

 EV (ηZi  Z j 
)n

j=1

n
                             (10) 

Now obtained values of EV Wi
   are crisp quantities and are 

ordered to give a priority structure among objectives. 

2.5.4 Appropriate aspiration level 
Further, the expected value of extent of non-conflict Wi

  of an 

objective is considered as inverse of the membership function 

to obtain expected aspiration level and is defined as  

EV bi
  =  μzi

−1  EV Wi
              i = 1,2,… , n                  (11) 

Now we have expected weights and expected aspiration level 

for each of objectives and hence can proceed to solve it by 

using method of weighted goal programming. 

2.6 Conversion of Fuzzy Constraints into 

Deterministic 
Due to fuzzy nature of elements in coefficient matrix and 

resource vectors, the feasibility of a decision vector can be 

guaranteed only by taking the intersection of all feasible set 

corresponding to α = 0. 

 i. e.  F = X ∈ Rn , s. t.   A0
RX ≤ b0

L , X ≥ 0  

Now, if one may take some risks with respect to feasibility, 

with a level of tolerance in every constraint through a 

parameter  β ∈ [0,1], then such a solution obtained is 

considered as  β  feasible solution. 

2.7  𝛃  Feasibility of Decision Vector 
A decision vector X ∈ Fβ , is said to be  β -feasible for the 

problem, if X verifies constraints at least in a degree  β  i.e.  

A j X ≤β b j , for j = 1,2,… , m   Where   ≤β   is defined as  

Fβ =

 
  Aj

R − β Aj
R − Aj

L  X ≤ bj
L + β bj

R − bj
L ,      j = 1,2,… , m

X ≥ 0,                                                                                             
                              

                                                            (12) 

Where Fβ  is the set of all  β -feasible decision vectors. 

2.8 Equivalent Weighted Goal 

Programming  
We have calculated the appropriate expected aspiration level 

and expected priority structure for each of the objective 

function as defined in (11). Thus the problem (1) can be re-

written as 

Find         X ∈ Fβ  

Such that EV C X = EV(b ) 

Where   C = (C 1, C 2,… , C n)t  and  b = (b 1, b 2,… , bn)      (13) 

Problem (13), a deterministic weighted goal programming 

problem can be now solved with different values of  , by any 

standard method. 

3. COMPUTATIONAL ALGORITHM 
Thus for solving a fully fuzzy multi objective linear 

programming problem by the developed method, we propose 

the following simplified computational algorithm: 

Step 1. Convert the equality constraints into inequality 

constraints. 

Step 2. Solve the problem as a linear programming problem 

taking one objective at a time with set of constraints and find 

the value of remaining objective functions with obtained 

decision variables. 

Step 3. Repeat step 2 for all the objective functions, one by    

one. 
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Step 4. Compute expected values (EV) of all the objective 

functions. 

Step 5. Construct a pay off matrix with expected values of 

objective functions. 

Step 6. Find maximum and minimum of expected values of 

each objective functions and construct membership function 

for each objective. 

Step 7. Compute degree of non conflict between goals. 

Step 8. Compute expected aspiration level for each 

objective function. 

Step 9. Compute weight for each objective function. 

Step 10. Compute grade of membership function for expected 

value of each objective. 

Step 11. Transform the constraints into β - feasibility form. 

Step 12. Solve the equivalent goal programming problem for 

different values of β to get β  - feasible solutions. 

4. NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATION 
For numerical illustration of the developed method in section 

2. and its computational algorithm in section 3, we consider 

the same problem as under taken by Arenas et.al. [5] as given 

below: 

 max Z 1 =  40,50,80 x1 + 100x2 + 17.5x3 

max Z 2 =  80,92,120 x1 + (50,75,110)x2 + 50x3  

max Z 1 =  10,25,70 x1 + 100x2 + 75x3  

s.t. 

3x1 + 9x2 + (3,8,10)x3 ≲ 1000  

10x1 + (7,13,15)x2 + 15x3 ≲ 1750  

(4,6,8)x1 + 16x3 ≲ 1325  

(7,12,19)x2 + 7x3 ≲ 900  

9.5x1 +  3.5,9.5,11.5 x2 + 4x3 ≈ (1060,1075,1080)   

                (14) 

Here fuzzy coefficients are characterized by triangular fuzzy 

numbers. We solve the above problem (14) as method 

proposed in section 2& 3 by two approaches: 

4.1 Converting Constraints with Equality 

Into Inequality as Defined in 

Proposition-1 
By solving problem (14) as the method discussed in section 

2&3,  

Weight of each objective as given by (10) have been obtained 

as 

EV W1
  = 0.8969, EV W2

  = 0.8888, EV W3
  = 0.8833  

and calculated expected aspiration level for each of objective 

function using (11) as 

EV Z1
 (X) = 9206.39 = EV b1

  , EV b2
  =

12022.01, EV b3
  = 10776.48  

Now using (12) the set of constraints Fβcan be defined as 

Fβ =

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 14 − 8β x1 + 17x2 ≤ 1400

3x1 + 9x2 +  10 − 7β x3 ≤ 1000

10x1 +  15 − 8β x2 + 15x3 ≤ 1750
 8 − 4β x1 + 16x3 ≤ 1325
 19 − 12β x2 + 7x3 ≤ 900

9.5x1 +  11.5 − 8β x2 + 4x3 ≤  1060 + 20β 

−9.5x1 −  11.5 − 8β x2 − 4x3 ≤  −1060 + 20β 

   

Now the under taken problem (14) reduces to a weighted goal 

programming problem  

as follows 

find X 

s.t. 

55x1 + 100x2 + 17.5x3 = 9206.39  

96x1 + 77.5x2 + 50x3 = 12022.01  

32.5x1 + 100x2 + 75x3 = 10776.48  

and  X ∈ Fβ                                                     (15)                 

The above weighted goal programming problem (15) has been 

solved by MATLAB using goal attainment method for 

different values of β and the results obtained are placed in 

table 1                     

4.2  Converting Constraints with 

EqualityInto Inequality as Defined in 

Proposition-2 
Repeating the steps already carried out in section 4.1 , we 

obtain solution of resultants of weighted goal programming 

problem for different values of β , and are placed in table-2 

5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Thus in this paper we presented a solution procedure to obtain 

decision vector to allow a decision maker to approximate the 

goals with fuzzy coefficients having various degree of risk 

factors. The merit of the method lies with the fact that the 

obtained decision vectors are crisp and incorporate the choice 

of decision maker. Here in order to resolve the major problem 

of simultaneous achievements of goals, we obtained the 

degree of conflict and non conflict between objectives. The 

method comprehensively computes weights for each objective 

and their respective aspiration levels. Incorporating it, the 

method efficiently transforms a fully fuzzy MOLPP into 

weighted goal programming problem which can be easily 

solved by any standard method. 

Further, the problem of a fully fuzzy MOLPP dealing with 

involves the issues of feasibility and optimality. Here, the 

imprecise parameters are considered as fuzzy numbers having 

possibility distribution are handled by their expected values 

i.e. a crisp quantity. We obtained fuzzy ideal solution, concept 

of compromise programming to resolve the problem of 

optimality. The problem of feasibility has been acknowledged 

by considering comparison of fuzzy numbers using  β -

feasibility. Thus the results obtained by our two methods have 

been compared with the results of Arenas [5] as summarized 

in table-3&4. 

The results are placed in table 3 & 4 depict that the solutions 

by both of our methods 4.1 and 4.2 are better than that of 

Arenas [5]. This is due to fact that our procedure properly 

incorporates the conflict and non conflict between goals to 

provide appropriate weights and aspiration levels to each goal. 
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Thus the method clearly shows its superiority over existing 

methods. 
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Table-3 Expected values of objective functions by proposed method-I 

𝛽 Solution by Arenas et. al.(2005) Solution by proposed method 

with (4.1) 𝐿1  𝐿∞   

𝐸𝑉 𝑍1
   𝐸𝑉 𝑍2

   𝐸𝑉 𝑍3
   𝐸𝑉 𝑍1

   𝐸𝑉 𝑍2
   𝐸𝑉 𝑍3

   𝐸𝑉 𝑍1
   𝐸𝑉 𝑍2

   𝐸𝑉 𝑍3
   

0.6 8119.1 11248.6 9091.7 8266.9 11054.1 9370.4 8820.87 11618.7 10018.7 

0.8 6326.1 11206.1 6603.8 6326.1 11221.2 6438.2 8699.52 12019.6 9322.9 

1 6140.2 11175 6181.1 6140.2 11205.4 6069.9 7409.75 11584.2 6796.4 

 

Table-2  𝛽 − 𝑓𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 

𝛽  𝑥1 𝑥2 𝑥3 𝐸𝑉 𝑍1
   𝐸𝑉 𝑍2

   𝐸𝑉 𝑍3
   

0 56.2 30.61 43.51 6913.425 9942.975       8150.75 

0.2 65.12 25.39 46.62 6936.45 10550.245   8151.9 

0.4 61.28 37.78 42.91 7899.325 10956.33     8987.85 

0.6. 63.58 45.59 34.96 8667.7 11384.905     9247.35 

0.8 99.11 13.22 9.76 6943.85 11027.11   5275.075 

1 95.81 1.66 40.93 6151.825 11372.91 6349.575 

 

Table-1  𝛽 − 𝑓𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 

𝛽  𝑥1 𝑥2 𝑥3 𝐸𝑉 𝑍1
   𝐸𝑉 𝑍2

   𝐸𝑉 𝑍3
   

0 56.06 32.41 38.68 7001.2 9827.535 7963.95 

0.2 57.35 35.16 42.76 7418.55 10368.5 8586.875 

0.4 73.87 18.44 50.07 6783.075 11024.12 8000.025 

0.6. 59.49 47.77 44.11 8820.875 11618.715 10018.675 

0.8 72.19 40.45 39.09 8699.525 12019.615 9322.925 

1 92.12 18.99 25.38 7409.75 11584.245 6796.4 
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Table-4: Expected values of objective functions by proposed method-II 

𝛽 Solution by Arenas et. al.(2005) Solution by proposed method 

with (4.2) 𝐿1  𝐿∞   

𝐸𝑉 𝑍1
   𝐸𝑉 𝑍2

   𝐸𝑉 𝑍3
   𝐸𝑉 𝑍1

   𝐸𝑉 𝑍2
   𝐸𝑉 𝑍3

   𝐸𝑉 𝑍1
   𝐸𝑉 𝑍2

   𝐸𝑉 𝑍3
   

0.6 8119.1 11248.6 9091.7 8266.9 11054.1 9370.4 8667.7 11384.9 9247.35 

0.8 6326.1 11206.1 6603.8 6326.1 11221.2 6438.2 6943.85 11027.1 5275.07 

1 6140.2 11175 6181.1 6140.2 11205.4 6069.9 6151.82 11372.9 6349.6 
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